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BOARD OF EDUCATION                       REGULAR  MEETING                     MARCH 17, 2021 
 
ROLL CALL   The Board of Education of North Greene Unit District No. 3, Greene and  
AND  RECOGNITION  Scott Counties, Illinois, met in regular session on Wednesday, March 17, 
OF GUESTS--  2021, at 7:00 p.m. in the Board Room of the Administrative Education 
  Center, White Hall.  Those answering roll call were: President Stacy 
  Schutz , Members Karen Daniels, Cale Hoesman, Casey Kallal, Rachelle 
  Malin, Casey Nell, and Kevin Nichols.  Superintendent Mark Scott, 
  Secretary Barbara Neece, Treasurer Tiffany Mumford, Principals Amanda 
  Macias, Jackie Kuchy, Dean of Students Brett Berry, Building 
  Maintenance Director/Transportation Supervisor Vance Dirksmeyer were 
  also in attendance and Special Education Supervisor Melissa Killiam was 
  present by remote connection. 
 
CONSENT ITEMS: A motion was made by Mrs. Kallal, seconded by Mr. Nell, to approve  
MINUTES; the following consent agenda items: Minutes of the regular meeting of  

February 17, 2021, as presented; 
BILLS; Approve payment of bills for the month as listed and reviewed; 
REPORTS OF TREAS.; Treasurer’s Report for the month of February and March 17 update;  
PRINCIPALS;   Building Principal reports of recent activities and events;  
TRANSPORTATION & Transportation Report for the month of February; 
BUILDING & GROUNDS; Building and Grounds Report for the month of February; 
IHSA MEMBERSHIP; Renewal of membership in the Illinois High School Association and  
 abide by its constitution and adopt its rules for the 2021-22 school year; 
 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Kallal, yea  Daniels, yea 
  Nell, yea Hoesman, yea 
  Nichols, yea Malin, yea 
                    Schutz, yea 
 
 During reports, Principal Macias discussed upcoming SAT testing on 

April 13, reported that Lewis and Clark Community College did not 
receive the grant funding for supporting the high school partnership 
courses for next school year and as a result the courses taken by local 
students would be the full $10 per credit hour.  This would typically be a 
total of $30 per course.  She requested board consideration for district 
picking up a portion of the cost.  Dean of Students Berry reviewed the 
ARCC Report for the month.  Principal Kuchy reported on upcoming 
testing for grades 3rd through 6th, plans for summer school and concerns 
with being able to staff the program with local staff.  Building 
Maintenance Director Dirksmeyer reviewed water leak issues that have 
been repaired at the Industrial Technology building, status of damage 
caused when wind blew over the new football scoreboard when attempting 
to install it and estimate of $2,500 for repairs, concrete poured for new 
discus pad, and new wireless cable installed on the roof at the Jr.-Sr. High 
for better service.    
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MINUTES—03-17-2021 
 
CLOSED SESSION- A motion was made by Mr. Nichols, seconded by Mrs. Kallal, to 
7:18 P.M.--   go to Closed Session at 7:18 p.m. to Discuss Closed Session Minutes for 

review and approval as per 5ILCS 120/2(c)(21); The appointment, 
employment, compensation, discipline, performance, or dismissal of 
specific employees of the District, as per 5 ILCS 120/2(c)(1), as amended 
by P.A. 93-0057. 
 
The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call was  
taken:  Nichols, yea  Nell, yea 
  Kallal, yea  Daniels, yea 
  Malin, yea  Hoesman, yea 
       Schutz, yea 

 
RECONVENE-8:02 P.M.—A motion was made by Mrs. Kallal, seconded by Mr. Nichols, to return 
    to Open Session at 8:02 p.m. 
 

The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call was  
taken:  Kallal, yea  Hoesman, yea 
  Nichols, yea  Malin, yea 
  Daniels, yea  Nell, yea 
       Schutz, yea 

ACTION/REPORT- 
RESIGNATION-TRACK A motion was made by Mrs. Daniels, seconded by Mrs. Kallal, to 
COACH/REMOVE AS accept the resignation of David McGraw as High School Track Coach, 
CROSS COUNTRY   effective immediately and to remove Mr. McGraw as Jr. High Cross 
COACH-D. McGRAW-- Country Coach, effective for the 2021-2022 school year. 

 
The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call was 
taken:  Daniels, yea  Nell, yea 
  Kallal, yea  Nichols, yea 
  Malin, yea  Hoesman, yea 
                  Schutz, yea 

   
SUPERINTENDENT Superintendent Scott gave reports on the following items: 
REPORT-- 1.   Informed members of an application through ISBE for a grant  
       to fund technology purchases and that a $66,000 Mental Health 
       grant was awarded to provide for a full-time mental health counselor 
       position; 
 2.   Discussed that a TRS Supplemental Resolution was put on hold for 
       action at this time; 
 3.   First Midstate Financial Bond consultant Dave Pistorius contacted the 
       district wanting to discuss with the Board at a future meeting the 
       possibility to refinance the 2018A bonds for a potential savings of 
       $127,000. 
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MINUTES—03-17-2021 
 
 
BUILDING  Superintendent Scott and Maintenance Director Vance Dirksmeyer 
MAINTENANCE discussed proposed maintenance projects for the upcoming summer 
PROJECTS PLAN-- including the replacement of the two rooftop HVAC units at the 2002  
 Jr.-Sr. High Gym, upgrade of the HVAC system at the Administration 
 Building (former White Hall Elementary), replacing the HVAC controls 
 at North Greene Elementary to coordinate with the systems at the 
 Jr.-Sr. High and Administration Building so that all controls are the same 
 and a reminder of bids coming due April 19 for upgrade of the electrical 
 feed service to the Ag. Building/Weld Shop for additional equipment for 
 the new cooperative welding certification program with Lewis and Clark 
 Community College.  
 
APPROVE PLANS AND Following review of submitted trip plans and itinerary from the Senior  
ITINERARY FOR  Class of 2021, a motion was made by Mr. Nichols, seconded by Mrs.  
SENIOR TRIP-2021-- Kallal, to approve the proposed overnight trip to Wisconsin Dells/Mt. 
 Olympus Resort theme park, from May 31 to June 2, with the district 
 providing the bus and driver to be reimbursed by the class. 
 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call was 
 taken: Nichols, yea Nell, yea 
  Kallal, yea   Daniels, yea 
  Malin, yea Hoesman, yea 
                  Schutz, yea   
 
RESIGNATION--  A motion was made by Mr. Nell, seconded by Mrs. Kallal, to accept the  
  resignation of Emily Custer as a Parent Educator, effective June 30, 2021. 
 
  The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
   Nell, yea Nichols, yea 
   Kallal, yea Daniels, yea 
   Malin, yea Hoesman, yea 
                     Schutz, yea 
 
BUDGET REDUCTION-- As a result of discussions held at the February regular meeting on 
 recommendations made by the administration for staffing needs for the 

coming year, a proposal for reduction of expenses in the district’s budget 
for the 2021-22 fiscal year included five positions of Parent Educator and 
a Program Secretary funded by the Early Childhood/Prevention 
Initiative/Pre-Kindergarten block grant due to uncertain grant funding and 
four one-to-one special education aide positions and one playground aide 
position due to uncertain need. 

 
 Following discussion, a motion was made by Mr. Hoesman, seconded by 
 Mrs. Kallal, to approve the recommendations for budget reduction for the 

2021-2022 school year as discussed. 
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MINUTES—03-17-2021 
 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Hoesman, yea Nell, yea 
  Kallal, yea Nichols, yea 
  Malin, yea Daniels, yea 
                                           Schutz, yea 
 
EMPLOYMENT OF Recommendations regarding personnel appointment, employment,  
PERSONNEL--  compensation, dismissal, and reduction in force were made and acted upon 
  as follows: 
 
RESOLUTIONS FOR REDUCTION/DISMISSAL  
OF STAFF FOR 2021-22—  A motion was made by Mrs. Kallal, seconded by Mr. Nichols, to adopt 
EARLY CHILDHOOD a Resolution Reference the Honorable Dismissal of Certain Educational 
PARENT EDUCATORS, Support Personnel in the position of Prevention Initiative Parent 
PROGRAM SECRETARY-  Coordinator, Emily Custer, Tonya Elliott, Emily Forrester, and 
 Kelsey Arnold, as a result of uncertain grant funding and that the  
 Superintendent be authorized and directed to deliver or cause to be  
 delivered, the notice to the employees as specified. 
 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Kallal, yea Hoesman, yea 
  Nichols, yea Malin, yea 
  Daniels, yea Nell, yea 
                    Schutz, yea 
  
 A motion was made by Mrs. Kallal, seconded by Mr. Nichols, to adopt a 
 Resolution Reference the Honorable Dismissal of Certain Educational 
 Support Personnel in the position of Pre-K Parent Coordinator, Dennis 
 Savage, as a result of uncertain grant funding and that the Superintendent 
 be authorized and directed to deliver or cause to be delivered, the notice to 
 the employee as specified. 
 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Kallal, yea Hoesman, yea 
  Nichols, yea Malin, yea 
  Daniels, yea Nell, yea 
                    Schutz, yea 
 
 A motion was made by Mrs. Kallal, seconded by Mr. Nell, to adopt a 
 Resolution Reference the Honorable Dismissal of Certain Educational 
 Support Personnel in the position of Bright Futures Program Secretary, 
 Crissi Heckrodt, as a result of uncertain grant funding and that the 
 Superintendent be authorized and directed to deliver or cause to be 
 delivered, the notice to the employee as specified. 
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MINUTES—03-17-2021 
 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Kallal, yea Daniels, yea 
  Nell, yea Hoesman, yea 
  Nichols, yea Malin, yea 
                    Schutz, yea 
REDUCTION OF 1-1 
PARAPROFESSIONALS- A motion was made by Mrs. Kallal, seconded by Mr. Nell, to 
FOR 2021-2022 adopt a Resolution Reference the Honorable Dismissal of Certain 
 Educational Support Personnel, due to uncertain need in the position of 

Paraprofessional Aide: Rebekka Wingler, and that the Superintendent be 
authorized and directed to deliver or cause to be delivered, the notice to 
the employee as specified. 

 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Kallal, yea Daniels, yea 
  Nell, yea Hoesman, yea 
  Nichols, yea Malin, yea 
                    Schutz, yea 
 
 A motion was made by Mr. Nichols, seconded by Mrs. Kallal, to 
 adopt a Resolution Reference the Honorable Dismissal of Certain 
 Educational Support Personnel, due to uncertain need in the position of 

Paraprofessional Aide: Sandra Speaker, and that the Superintendent be 
authorized and directed to deliver or cause to be delivered, the notice to 
the employee as specified. 

 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Nichols, yea Daniels, yea 
  Kallal, yea Hoesman, yea 
  Nell, yea Malin, yea 
                    Schutz, yea 
 

A motion was made by Mr. Hoesman, seconded by Mrs. Kallal, to 
 adopt a Resolution Reference the Honorable Dismissal of Certain 
 Educational Support Personnel, due to uncertain need in the position of 

Paraprofessional Aide: Jamie Roberts, and that the Superintendent be 
authorized and directed to deliver or cause to be delivered, the notice to 
the employee as specified. 

 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Hoesman, yea Nichols, yea 
  Kallal, yea Daniels, yea 
  Nell, yea Malin, yea 
                    Schutz, yea 
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MINUTES—03-17-2021 
 
A motion was made by Mrs. Kallal, seconded by Mr. Hoesman, to 

 adopt a Resolution Reference the Honorable Dismissal of Certain 
 Educational Support Personnel, due to uncertain need in the position of 

Paraprofessional Aide: Tracy Dirksmeyer, and that the Superintendent be 
authorized and directed to deliver or cause to be delivered, the notice to 
the employee as specified 

 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Kallal, yea Nell, yea 
  Hoesman, yea Nichols, yea 
  Malin, yea Daniels, yea 
                    Schutz, yea 
 

A motion was made by Mr. Nichols, seconded by Mrs. Kallal, to 
 adopt a Resolution Reference the Honorable Dismissal of Certain 
 Educational Support Personnel, due to uncertain need in the position of 

Playground Aide: Penny Vortman, and that the Superintendent be 
authorized and directed to deliver or cause to be delivered, the notice to 
the employee as specified 

 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Nichols, yea Nell, yea 
  Kallal, yea Daniels, yea 
  Malin, yea Hoesman, yea 
                    Schutz, yea 
 
DISMISSAL A motion was made by Mr. Hoesman, seconded by Mr. Nichols, to 
OF “PEL” EMPLOYEES-- adopt a Resolution Reference the Dismissal of Professional Educator 

Licensed (“PEL”) employee, John Borgens, due to lack of appropriate 
licensure and that employment not be renewed for the 2021-2022 school 
year and the Superintendent be authorized and directed to deliver or cause 
to be delivered, the notice to the employee as specified. 

 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Hoesman, yea Kallal, yea 
  Nichols, yea Malin, yea 
  Daniels, yea Nell, yea 
                    Schutz, yea 
  
 A motion was made by Mr. Nichols, seconded by Mrs. Kallal, to 
 adopt a Resolution Reference the Dismissal of Professional Educator 

Licensed (“PEL”) employee, Sydney Clanton, due to lack of appropriate 
 licensure and that employment not be renewed for the 2021-2022 school 

year and the Superintendent be authorized and directed to deliver or cause 
to be delivered, the notice to the employee as specified.  
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MINUTES—03-17-2021 
 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Nichols, yea Nell, yea 
  Kallal, yea Daniels, yea 
  Malin, yea Hoesman, yea 
                    Schutz, yea 
  
 A motion was made by Mr. Hoesman, seconded by Mr. Nichols, to 
 adopt a Resolution Reference the Dismissal of Professional Educator 

Licensed (“PEL”) employee, Benjamin Cox, due to lack of appropriate 
licensure and that employment not be renewed for the 2021-2022 school 
year and the Superintendent be authorized and directed to deliver or cause 
to be delivered, the notice to the employee as specified. 

 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Hoesman, yea Kallal, yea 
  Nichols, yea Malin, yea 
  Daniels, yea Nell, yea 
                    Schutz, yea 
 
 A motion was made by Mr. Nell, seconded by Mr. Nichols, to 
 adopt a Resolution Reference the Dismissal of Professional Educator 

Licensed (“PEL”) employee, McKea Jones, due to lack of appropriate 
licensure and that employment not be renewed for the 2021-2022 school 
year and the Superintendent be authorized and directed to deliver or cause 
to be delivered, the notice to the employee as specified. 

 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Nell, yea Hoesman, yea 
  Nichols, yes Kallal, yea 
  Daniels, yea Malin, yea 
                    Schutz, yea 
  
 A motion was made by Mr. Nichols, seconded by Mr. Hoesman, to 
 adopt a Resolution Reference the Dismissal of Professional Educator 

Licensed (“PEL”) employee, Ryan Leonard, due to lack of appropriate 
licensure and that employment not be renewed for the 2021-2022 school 
year and the Superintendent be authorized and directed to deliver or cause 
to be delivered, the notice to the employee as specified. 

 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Nichols, yea Malin, yea 
  Hoesman, yea Nell, yea 
  Kallal, yea Daniels, yea 
                 Schutz, yea 
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MINUTES—03-17-2021 
 
 A motion was made by Mr. Nell, seconded by Mrs. Kallal, to 
 adopt a Resolution Reference the Dismissal of Professional Educator 
 Licensed (“PEL”) employee, Chuck McEvers, due to lack of appropriate 
 licensure and that employment not be renewed for the 2021-2022 school 
 year and the Superintendent be authorized and directed to deliver or cause 
 to be delivered, the notice to the employee as specified. 
 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Nell, yea Nichols, yea 
  Kallal, yea Daniels, yea 
  Malin, yea Hoesman, yea 
                  Schutz, yea 
  
 A motion was made by Mr. Nichols, seconded by Mrs. Kallal, to 

adopt a Resolution Reference the Dismissal of Professional Educator 
Licensed (“PEL”) employee, Amanda Peebles, due to lack of appropriate 
licensure and that employment not be renewed for the 2021-2022 school 
year and the Superintendent be authorized and directed to deliver or cause 
to be delivered, the notice to the employee as specified. 
 
The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
 Nichols, yea Nell, yea 
 Kallal, yea Daniels, yea 
 Malin, yea Hoesman, yea 
                   Schutz, yea 
 

 A motion was made by Mrs. Kallal, seconded by Mr. Nell, to 
 adopt a Resolution Reference the Dismissal of Professional Educator 
 Licensed (“PEL”) employee, Kristen Russell, due to lack of appropriate 
 licensure and that employment not be renewed for the 2021-2022 school 
 year and the Superintendent be authorized and directed to deliver or cause 
 to be delivered, the notice to the employee as specified. 
 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Kallal, yea Daniels, yea 
  Nell, yea Hoesman, yea 
  Nichols, yea Malin, yea 
                    Schutz, yea 
 
 A motion was made by Mrs. Kallal, seconded by Mr. Nell, to 
 adopt a Resolution Reference the Dismissal of Professional Educator 

Licensed (“PEL”) employee, Justin Vinyard, due to lack of appropriate 
licensure and that employment not be renewed for the 2021-2022 school 
year and the Superintendent be authorized and directed to deliver or cause 
to be delivered, the notice to the employee as specified. 
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MINUTES—03-17-2021 
 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Kallal, yea Daniels, yea 
  Nell, yea Hoesman, yea 
  Nichols, yea Malin, yea 
                  Schutz, yea 
 
EXTRACURRICULAR A motion was made by Mr. Nichols, seconded by Mr. Nell, to adopt 
STIPEND POSITIONS- a Resolution Reference the Decision to Discontinue Certain Extra-

Curricular Assignments, Duties and Stipends for the 2021-2022 school 
year of those persons not otherwise employed or members of the 
bargaining unit and that the Superintendent be authorized to deliver or 
cause to be delivered, the notice to the following persons affected by such 
action:  Don Allen-Head Football Coach, Kyla Williamson-Head 
Volleyball Coach, Nathan Roberts-Head High School Softball Coach, 
McKea Jones-Head High School Girls Basketball Coach and Jr. High 
Girls Track Coach, Kaitlyn Manley-High School Cheerleader Sponsor, 
Stacy Schutz-Class Sponsor, Jeff Clanton-Jr. High Softball Coach, Cade 
Reno-Jr. High School Baseball Coach, Ryan Crabtree-Jr. High Boys 
Basketball Coach, Don Roesch-Jr. High Girls Basketball Coach, Josh 
Jones –Jr. High Girls Volleyball Coach and Jr. High Boys Track Coach, 
Kendra Kraushaar-Crabtree-Jr. High Cheerleader Sponsor, and Mike 
Booth-6th Grade Boys Basketball Coach. 

  
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
  Nichols, yea Hoesman, yea 
  Nell, yea Kallal, yea 
  Daniels, yea Malin, yea 
                     Schutz, yea 
APPOINTMENT-VOL. 
ASST. COACH-- A motion was made by Mr. Nichols, seconded by Mrs. Kallal, to approve 
 appointment of the following individuals as Volunteer Assistant Coaches 
 for the 2020-2021 School Year:  
 Allison Roesch, Volunteer Assistant Jr. High Girls Basketball Coach 
 Drew Kirby, Volunteer Assistant H.S. Boys Baseball Coach; 
 Dominic Booth, Volunteer Assistant 6th Grade Boys Basketball Coach, 
  pending receipt of required paperwork. 
 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call was 
 taken: Nichols, yea Nell, yea 
  Kallal, yea Daniels, yea 
  Malin, yea Hoesman, yea 
                  Schutz, yea 
APPROVE SEEKING 
TRAINING FOR A motion was made by Mr. Nell, seconded by Mr. Hoesman, to approve 
BUS DRIVER PERMIT-- Josh Lawson and Kris Graham, to take initial training in order   
 to become certified for the school bus driver permit. 
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MINUTES—03-17-2021  
 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call was 
 taken: Nell, yea Malin, yea 
  Hoesman, yea Nichols, yea 
  Kallal, yea Daniels, yea 
                 Schutz, yea 
 
CALENDAR 2021-2022-- The Calendar proposed for the 2021-22 school year was reviewed as 
  developed and recommended by the calendar committee for board 
  approval.  Following review, a motion was made by Mr. Hoesman, 
  seconded by Mrs. Kallal, to approve the Calendar for 2021-2022 as 
  proposed with the year to begin with a staff institute day on August 16 and 
  first day of student attendance on August 17, end with the last day of 
  student attendance on May 26, and staff institute on May 27, 2022, and 5 
  emergency days planned for a total of 185 days. 
 
  The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call was 
  taken:   Kallal, yea Nell, yea 
   Hoesman, yea Nichols, yea 
   Malin, yea Daniels, yea 
                    Schutz, yea   
APPROVE CONTINU- 
ATION-3 CIRCLES A motion was made by Mr. Hoesman, seconded by Mrs. Malin, to 
AG GRANT PROGRAM-- authorize the Superintendent to submit reapplication for continuation of  
 the 3 Circles Ag. Grant Program to provide funding for 400 additional 

program hours for Ag. Instructor Josh Lawson for fiscal year 2022.  
 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call was 

taken:  Hoesman, yea  Nichols, yea 
   Malin, yea  Daniels, yea 
   Nell, yea  Kallal, yea 
                   Schutz, yea 
 
CLOSED SESSION A motion was made Mr. Nichols, seconded by Mrs. Kallal, to approve 
MINUTES -- the closed session minutes of February 17, 2021, as presented and 

reviewed during the closed session. 
 
 The President put the motion to a vote and the following roll call resulted: 
   Nichols, yea  Nell, yea 
   Kallal, yea  Daniels, yea 
   Malin, yea  Hoesman, yea 
                    Schutz, yea  
ADJOURN-8:50 P.M.-- With no further business to come before the Board, President Schutz 
 adjourned the meeting at 8:50 p.m. 
  
 _____________________________ __________________________  
 Stacy Schutz, President  Barbara Neece, Secretary 


